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Summary
Heat stress causes the decrease of productivities in chickens. The mRNA expressions of heat shock
protein 25 (HSP25) and vimentin (VIM) were significantly upregulated after acute heat stress in
Taiwan country chickens (TCCs). The purpose of this study was to investigate the single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in HSP25 and VIM of a layer-type L2 strain and a broiler-type B strain
TCCs. In total, twenty-six 30-wk-old hens of L2 strain and fifty-six 30-wk-old hens of B strain
TCCs were treated with acute heat stress. The hens were grouped according to the difference of
body temperature (△T). The results showed that the △T of the heat resistant group is significantly
lower than that of the heat susceptible group. There were 106 variants in VIM detected and 58
variants were observed in L2 strain hens. A total of 35 variants were different between heat
resistant and heat susceptible L2 strain TCCs. There were 70 variants were observed in B strains
hens and 54 variants were different between heat resistant and heat susceptible B strains TCCs.
There were two common variants (rs794717594 and rs314054637) detected in L2 and B heat
susceptible group. A total of seven novel variants in HSP25, rs316592903 in upstream and six in 5’
UTR, were found in the heat susceptible group of L2 strain hens. However, no variant in HSP25
was detected in B strain TCC hens. The results of this study suggested that there were SNPs in VIM
and HSP25 in TCCs and might be further validate for their usefulness as markers for heat tolerance.
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Introduction
Taiwan is located in tropical/subtropical areas with high temperature and humidity during

summer seasons. High ambient temperatures affect egg production and quality in hens (Cheng et
al., 2015). Taiwan country chickens (TCCs) are native, slow-growing breeds and exhibit higher
thermotolerance than non-native breeds. A broiler-type B strain and a layer-type L2 strain of TCCs
were selected from the same base population for more than 20 generations (Lee et al., 2006). Single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of specific genes related to important economical traits are
potential molecular markers in the genetic improvement of farm animals (Gholizadeh et al., 2008).
Our previously studies showed that the gene expressions of heat shock protein 25 (HSP25) and
vimentin (VIM) was significantly upregulated after acute heat stress in the hypothalamus and small
yellow follicles of B strain TCCs (Cheng et al., 2015; Tu et al., 2016). This study aimed to analyse
the SNPs in HSP25 and VIM of hens with different heat resistance by sequencing for mining
potential molecular biomarkers in TCCs.

Material and methods
Experimental animals, acute heat stress treatment, body temperature measurements, and
grouping of hens

A total of twenty-six 30-wk-old hens of a layer-type L2 strain and fifty-six 30-wk-old hens of a
broiler-type B strain TCCs selected by National Chung Hsing University were used in this study. In
L2 strain hens, the hens treated with acute heat stress at 36°C and 55% RH for 4 hr and recovered at
25°C for 6 hr. For B strain hens, the hens were treated with acute heat stress at 38°C and 55% RH
for 2 hr and recovered at 25°C for 6 hr. The body temperature was recorded during treatment and
recovery periods. The difference of body temperature before acute heat stress and the highest body
temperature during heat stress (

△

T) was calculated for each individual. The L2 strain TCC hens
with △T of bottom 26% and top 26% were designated as heat resistant and heat susceptible groups.
For B strain TCCs, hens with △T of bottom 14% and top 14% △T were designated as heat resistant
and heat susceptible groups, respectively.
Analysis of SNPs in HSP25 and VIM genes by PacBio sequencing

The SNPs of HSP25 and VIM were detected by PacBio sequencing using DNA extracted from
blood using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA, USA). The following PCR
primers were used for amplification:

HSP25-F:5'-CGCTCGATGCTGACGCGGTTGGA-3';
HSP25-R:5'-AGCTCTGCCAGGGCACATCTGTAG-3'.
Vimentin1F:5'-GTTCCTCGCCGCCATGAGCTTCA-3';
Vimentin1R:5'-GTCACTGCTGTCTGCACCCTCAC-3';

Vimentin2F:5'-TCCATGGCATACCATCTCTTATGCCT-3';
Vimentin2R:5'-TCACTTCAGCTTTACTCCAAGTCATC-3'.

For the PacBio library construction and sequencing, genomic DNA was sheared using a
Covaris (Covaris, Woburn, MA, USA). DNA fragments were end repaired and ligated with
universal hairpin adapters, followed by exonuclease incubation to remove all un-ligated adapters
and DNA. The final “SMRT bells” were annealed with primers and bound to the proprietary
polymerase using the PacBio DNA/Polymerase Binding Kit P6 v2 (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo
Park, CA, USA) to form the “Binding Complex”. The library was loaded onto the instrument with
DNA Sequencing Kit 4.0 (Pacific Biosciences) and a SMRT Cell for sequencing. The library was
sequenced in PacBio RS SMRT instrument (Pacific Biosciences), and the secondary analysis was
performed using the SMRT analysis pipeline version 2.1.0. Chicken genome assembly (galGal4)
was downloaded from UCSC Genome Browser website. Mapping reads to reference genome was
performed using BWA (version 0.7.12). SAMtools (Version 1.84) was used to convert the
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alignment results to BAM format. Duplicated reads were removed using Picard package and then
the BAM files from two libraries for each individual were merged by SAMtools. Filtered variants
were exported from variant files into tab-delimited files using SnpSift and concatenated into a
single tab-delimited file including all variants of all samples. As a follow-up, we visualized all
variant individually by using the IGV with adapted data range settings and inspected them one by
one (Robinson et al. 2011). Venn diagrams were made using VENNY
(http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/).
Statistical analysis

The

△

T of the heat resistant and heat susceptible group were analyzed using the t-test
procedure of Statistical Analysis System software (SAS, 2010).

Results and discussions
Effect of heat stress on body temperature of TCC hens

The

△

T of the hens are summarized in Table 1. Mean

△

T during heat stress was 3.9°C and
4.0°C for L2 strain and B strain TCC hens, respectively. A total of 7 L2 strain TCC hens with
lowest or highest

△

T were selected and designated as heat resistant and heat susceptible groups.
For B strain TCCs, 8 hens with lowest or highest

△

T were designated as heat resistant and heat
susceptible groups, respectively. The

△

T of the heat resistant group is significantly lower than that
of the heat susceptible group during heat stress (Figure. 1).

Elevated body temperature is one of the major response to acute or chronic heat stress and
leads to alterations in the rate of heat production and body temperature. Survival under extreme
heat stress conditions reflects difference in the ability of thermoregulation (Ueno and Komiyama,
1987). Sykes and Salih (1986) suggested that ΔT could reflect the ability of temperature regulation
and showed a negative correlation with survival time in hens. Chen et al. (2013) reported that the
ΔT under heat stress might be considered as a reliable indicator for evaluation of heat resistance in
chickens. In the present study, the significantly lower

△

T of heat resistant group TCC hens may
suggested that they had better thermoregulation under heat stress.
Variations in VIM of L2 strain and B strain TCC hens

There were 106 variants in VIM detected in TCC hens. A total of 58 variants observed in the
L2 strain TCCs and 35 of them differed between heat resistant and heat susceptible hens. There
were 70 variants were observed in the B strain TCCs and 54 of them differed between heat resistant
and heat susceptible hens. Two common variants, rs794717594 in intron 6 locating at T19679030C
bp and rs314054637 in intron 5 locating at A19679704T bp, were observed in heat susceptible
group of both strains (Figure 2; Table 2). Intronic variants might affect alternative splicing of the
mRNA and enhance the expression of genes (Pagani and Baralle, 2004). The importance of the two
variants in the intron region of VIM in heat susceptible hens is warranted for further investigation.
Variation of HSP25 in L2 strain and B strain TCC hens

A total of seven variants in HSP25, one in upstream and six in 5’ UTR, were found in the
heat susceptible group of L2 strain hens (Table 3). One SNP, rs316592903, located at G4834749A
and the others 6 variants, located at G4835376A, A4835387G, T4835391G, A4835399G,
T4835409G, and A4835411G, are novel variants. No variant in HSP25 was detected in B strain
TCC hens. Previously studies suggested that potential start-gain SNPs in Drosophila might have
evolutionary implications (Cingolani et al., 2012). Similar to the cryptic genetic variation that is
revealed by stop-lost mutations in the 3’ UTR, start-gain SNPs reveal cryptic genetic variation in
the 5’ UTR (Cingolani et al., 2012). Uncovering the cryptic genetic variation in times of
environmental stress, such as by inducing transcription initiation at start sites upstream of the
normally-used transcription start sites, could be one mechanism to facilitate the use of potential
start-gain SNPs (Cingolani et al., 2012). Further confirmation of whether removing the potential
variants results in the cryptic genetic variation and heat tolerance will be required.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, variants of VIM and HSP25 were observed in the intron region, upstream, and 5’

UTR regions in the heat susceptible group. Further confirmation of whether these SNPs can be used
as potential molecular markers for heat tolerance in TCCs is required.
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Table 1. The

△

T of L2 strain and B strain TCC hens during acute heat stress.
Strains Number of chicken Average

△

T
L2 26 3.9
heat resistant group 7 3.1
heat susceptible group 7 4.7
B 56 4.0
heat resistant group 8 2.2
heat susceptible group 8 6.6

Table 2. Common variants in VIM of heat susceptible group of L2 strain and B strain TCC hens.
ID Locus coordinates Location on chromosome Allele change
rs794717594 19679030 intron6 T/C
rs314054637 19679704 intron5 A/T

Table 3. Novel variants in HSP25 of heat susceptible group of L2 strain TCC hens.
ID Locus coordinates Location on chromosome Allele change
rs734597968 4834749 Upstream G/A
Novel-1 4835376 5’ UTR A/G
Novel-2 4835387 5’ UTR A/G
Novel-3 4835391 5’ UTR T/G
Novel-4 4835399 5’ UTR A/G
Novel-5 4835409 5’ UTR T/G
Novel-6 4835411 5’ UTR A/G

Figure 1. Comparison of

△

T in heat resistant and heat susceptible groups of L2 strain (A, 7 vs. 7)
and B strain (B, 8 vs. 8) TTC hens.
**Means differed significantly between groups (P＜0.01). Data is represented by mean±SE.

Figure 2. Venn diagram analysis of 106 variants on VIM of the layer-type L2 strain and broiler-type
B strain TTCs.
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